
To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –

www.dedon.de

Measurements

10/20

Collection: A flexible system of rectangular modules, BRIXX offers exceptional comfort, 360° functionality and 
accessibility from all sides. Combining Italian craftsmanship with fashion expertise, BRIXX is fully upholstered in a 
luxurious, 50% recycled fabric that’s water-repellent for indoor/outdoor use. Simple yet sophisticated, the collection 
features a refined material mix, playful accessories and appealing graphic contrasts.

Backrest round: This round backrest features a removable fabric cover and anti-slip pads. A foam-encased metal 
core gives it added weight to keeping it from moving.
Frame: This backrest consists of a metal core encased in foam, with a removable fabric cover.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Maintenance: To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand. If not used under roof or awning, we 
recommend to cover the modules with DEDON outdoor covers at night and during rainfall.

Fabrics

BRIXX
Backrest round

Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 95092012 | Weight 7,3 kg/17 lbs | Volume 0,05 m³/2 cu ft 

Please see fabric options fact sheet

95092012 + fabric code
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Collection: A flexible system of rectangular modules, BRIXX offers exceptional comfort, 360° functionality and 
accessibility from all sides. Combining Italian craftsmanship with fashion expertise, BRIXX is fully upholstered in a 
luxurious, 50% recycled fabric that’s water-repellent for indoor/outdoor use. Simple yet sophisticated, the collection 
features a refined material mix, playful accessories and appealing graphic contrasts.

Backrest triangular: This triangular backrest features a removable fabric cover and anti-slip pads. A foam-encased 
metal core gives it added weight to keeping it from moving.
Frame: This backrest consists of a metal core encased in foam, with a removable fabric cover.
Characteristics: Versatile, sophisticated, distinctive, luxurious, modular
Maintenance: To clean the fabric covers, remove them and wash them by hand. If not used under roof or awning, we 
recommend to cover the modules with DEDON outdoor covers at night and during rainfall.

Fabrics

BRIXX
Backrest triangular

Design by Lorenza Bozzoli | Item code: 95092010 | Weight 7,3 kg/17 lbs | Volume 0,05 m³/2 cu ft 

Please see fabric options fact sheet

95092010 + fabric code


